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What is Site Reliability Engineering (SRE)? 

SRE means Site Reliability Engineering. It is the application of 

scripting and automation to IT operations tasks such as 

maintenance and support. SRE seeks to improve the reliability of 

currently operating software while minimizing the work involved 

in its upkeep. Automating as many tasks as possible allows 

operations experts to provide strategic, higher-level work, such 

as planning a new deployment or creating a pipeline for faster 

product feedback. 

 

Benefits of Site Reliability Engineer (SRE) 

 It aims at automating tasks that require a human operator 

to manually work on a system. 
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 SRE teams gain exposure to systems in both staging and 

production, as well as all technical teams. 

 SRE teams are in charge of proactively building and 

implementing services to make IT and support better at 

their jobs. 

 Site reliability engineers collaborate with other engineers, 

product owners, and customers to come up with targets 

and measures. 

Agenda of the Site Reliability Engineer:- 

 Software Development Models, Agile, DevOps, SRE & 

DevSecOps - Concept 

 Software Development Architecture - Monolithic, SOA & 

Microservices - Concept 

 Platform - Operating Systems - Centos and Ubuntu 

 Platform - Virtualization & Systems - VirtualBox & Vagrant 

 Platform - Cloud - AWS 

 Platform - Containers - Docker 

 Webserver - Nginx 

 Configuration & Deployment Management - Ansible 

 Securing infra & compliance - Chef InSpec 

 Unit Testing - Junit & PyTest 

 Container Orchestration - Kubernetes 

 Infrastructure Coding – Terraform 
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 Kubernetes Package Managment - Helm 

 Services mesh Data planes - Envoy 

 Services mesh Control Planes - Istio 

 Service Discovery - Consul 

 Securing credentials - HashiCorp Vault 

 Securing Kubernetes (RASP) - Notary 

 Infrastructure Monitoring Tool 1 - Datadog 

 Infrastructure Monitoring Tool 2- Prometheus 

 Log Monitoring Tool 1 - Splunk 

 Log Monitoring Tool 2 - ELK stake 

 Performance & RUM Monitoring - NewRelic 

 Emergency Response & Alerting & Chat- Pagerduty & Slack 

 Monitoring Dashboard Tool – Grafana 

Site Reliability Engineering Certified Professional (SRECP) 

Certification 

 SRE automates processes for reliability, which will save time 

for your in-house team. 

 Companies are already started to implementing SRE, which 

means it will continue to be adopted. 

 SREs are now hired commonly by modern software teams 

to assure their software is reliable for their customers. 
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 A site reliability engineer combines the role of a system 

administrator and developer and this prevents conflicts 

that might arise. 

 

How DevOpsSchool course would help participants? 

DevOpsSchool has the best SRE trainers, instructors, coaches 

and consultants who are highly experienced with more than 15 

years of IT industry. Our experts have designed the best IT 

professional Courses, Training, Classes, and Certification by 

online and classroom mode for 2020-21. It includes various 

resources to help you learn DevOps and IT professional courses 

are suitable for beginners, intermediate learners as well as 

experts. 

All training courses are designed to make you a certified 

practitioner by providing you hands-on, lab-based training that 

covers the best practices about IT professional courses and 

Certification. 

 

 


